
Honors Math A
Homework 5

A

Read pp. 120-124 and pp. 126-141 in Apostol (as usual, this is material related to next week’s
lectures).

B

To turn in, do the following problem in Apostol: p. 84 exercise 25.

To do for yourself, do p. 84 exercise 27.

C

1. To turn in: Prove the reflection property of integration: if f is integrable on [a, b], then∫ −a

−b
f(−x) dx =

∫ b

a
f(x) dx.

[Hint: first prove it for step functions.]

2. To turn in: Prove that if f and |f | are both integrable on [a, b], then∣∣∣∣∫ b

a
f(x) dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ b

a
|f(x)| dx.

Notice the similarity to the triangle inequality!

3. To do for yourself: Is it possible for |f | to be integrable when f is not? Give a proof or coun-
terexample.

4. To turn in: A function f : R → R is said to be even if f(−x) = f(x) for all x, and odd if
f(−x) = −f(x) for all x.
a) Prove that if f is both odd and even, then f(x) = 0 for all x.
b) Suppose that f is integrable on every closed interval [a, b] and let g(x) =

∫ x
0 f(t) dt. Prove that

if f is odd, then g is even, and that if f is even, then g is odd.

5. To turn in: Prove that f : [a, b] → R is integrable if and only if for all ε > 0, there exist step

functions s, t : [a, b]→ R such that s ≤ f ≤ t and
∫ b
a (t− s)(x) dx < ε.
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6. To turn in: Suppose that f is integable on [a, b]. Show that |f | is integrable on [a, b]. [Hint: In-
tegrable functions can be quite nasty. For example, it’s not necessarily true that there is a partition
of [a, b] such that f is nonnegative or nonpositive on open subintervals. Instead use the previous
exercise.]

7. To turn in: For all x ∈ R and n ∈ Z≥0, define the nth power xn ∈ R recursively by x0 = 1 and
xn+1 = xn · x.
a) Using this definition, prove that f(x) = xn is monotonic on (−∞, 0] and also on [0,∞).
b) Prove that f is integrable on any closed interval [a, b].
c) Prove that any polynomial function g(x) =

∑n
i=0 cix

i, where ci ∈ R, is integrable on any [a, b].
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